Accuracy estimation of multiangle light scattering detectors utilized for polydisperse particle characterization with field-flow fractionation techniques: a simulation study.
The coupling of field-flow fractionation (FFF) and multiangle light scattering (MAIS) detectors is complementary in that the MALS system allows particle characterization when a narrow dispersity particle population is present in the detector. The fractionation process provides this narrow dispersity. Utilizing discrete particle simulations of FFF and optical calculations based on both the Mie theory of particle scattering and Rayleigh-Gans-Debye (RGD) scattering theory, the extent of polydispersity that can be tolerated for accurate particle quantitation is explored. It is found that flow, electrical, and sedimentation FFF provide adequate separation for accurate particle quantitation by MALS. The Mie theory is more accurate than the RGD theory, which is known to deviate at higher particle size. Low error in the measurement of mean diameters is found when only the particle diameter is of interest. It is shown that the reconstruction of the particle size distribution from time slice data is distorted due to errors in concentration, which result from finite polydispersity and other effects. A number of procedures are evaluated in restoring the size distribution to higher accuracy. None of these procedures is deemed of general purpose and none of these is reliable. The best results are obtained when fractionation is conducted under the minimal possible outlet polydispersity and when steric effects are minimized. In addition, best results are had for inherently narrow dispersity colloidal materials.